
Available in White, Granite 
and Terra Cotta 3 2

Soft and easy to condition.
Can be sanded, drilled, carved and 
painted after baking.
Feels and looks like ceramic clay.

Matte 

White - 1 lb, 1.75 lb, 3.75 lb, 24 lb
Terra Cotta - 1 lb, 1.75 lb, 3.75 lb
Granite - 1 lb

Perfect for school projects 
and  beginner sculpting 

Ceramic-like 

Medium/Firm 1 lb
Super Sculpey 1 lb, 8 lb and 24 lb
Super Sculpey Gray 1lb 

Super Sculpey is the softest of the sculpting clays.  It comes in Beige and Gray colors. 
Super Sculpey Medium is the perfect blend of Firm and Super Sculpey. 
It is firm enough to hold shape but soft enough to be easily conditioned. 
Super Sculpey Firm is an extra firm sculpting clay. The gray color allows photographers and sculptors to see the smallest 
detail when sculpted. Easily carve and tool in detail with none of the blurring and bending found in softer clays. 
All 4 are shatter and chip resistant, take paint beautifully and perfect for fine tooling and detailing. 

Perfect for detailed sculptures 

Available in gray and semi-translucent beige 3

Semi translucent skin tone look 

1 lb 

Professional quality specially formulated for dollmaking. 
Blended lines easily disappear to make smooth, realistic 
looking skin. Strong and durable after baking. Takes 
paint beautifully. Can be sanded, drilled and carved after 
baking.

Perfect for dolls and detailed sculptures

Available in 3 skin tone colors-  
Beige, Light and Baby 

Matte

8 oz 

Lightweight and extremely soft but bakes hard and won’t 
crack or break in larger pieces. Remains flexible in thin 
sheets. Perfect to use as an armature and filler for 
larger beads. Can be sanded, drilled, and painted with 
acrylic paints after baking. Great clay to use on 
handprint ornaments and keepsakes. 

Perfect for larger projects, used as armatures under 
other clay, simple figurines, jewelry

Available in White 1

Wax based clay that is easy to work with. 
Never dries out. 
Pliable and sticks to itself easily. 

Matte Matte Translucent porcelain-like 

Multi Packs - 20 pc, 52 pc 2.2 lb 1.1 lb 

Air Dries. 
Can be painted. 
Easy to smooth and lightweight.

Air Dries.     
Can be sanded, drilled, carved and painted. 

Claymation videos, fun play time Perfect for larger projects, school projects and simple 
figurines 

Perfect for realistic looking flowers, jewelry and detailed 
figurines 

Available in Multi Packs - 
29 total unique colors 29 Available in White 1

GENERAL HOBBYISTS

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

Matte – Black, White, Blue, Red, and Yellow 
Clear / Translucent – Clear, Translucent, Amber   
Translucent and Turquoise Translucent  
Metallic – Gold, Silver, Pearl,  Rose Gold, Peacock Pearl, 
Bronze, Navy Metallic, and Garnet Metallic 

2 fl oz only - Translucent

1 fl oz and 2 fl oz - White, Silver, Clear, Gold, Black & Pearl
1 fl oz only - Peacock Pearl, Navy Metallic, Garnet Metallic, 
Amber  Translucent & Turquoise Translucent

Multi-Packs only - Red, Blue, Yellow, Rose Gold and Bronze

All colors - can be tinted to tweak color with
alcohol based inks. 
Pefect for use in silicone bakeable molds. Easily add 
inclusions into the liquids such as glitter, flowers etc.
Clear and translucent work great for image transfers. 

Perfect for all types of clay projects - window clings, 
grout for tiles, painting designs on clay, filling carved 
pieces & 3D pieces in molds

Available in Clear, Translucent, Turquoise Translucent, 
Amber Translucent, White, Black, Red, Yellow, Blue, 
Gold, Silver, Pearl, Peacock Pearl, Rose Gold, Bronze, 
Navy Metallic and Garnet Metallic 
 

17 2 Available in White and Terra Cotta 

TEACHERS/SCHOOLS

is this clay best for?

WHO

is special about this clay?

WHAT

does it look once baked?

HOW

type of projects are best?

WHAT

colors available?

HOW MANY

comes in the package?

HOW MUCH

Soft and easy to condition

Top-selling colors can be blended together for 
endless creativity.
Does not dry out and stays super soft until you bake it in 
your home oven. 

Matte Matte Satin Suede-like 

Regular Bake Shop - 2 oz. bars and 12 oz Multi-pack 
Glow  / Eraser - 6 oz Multi-packs 
Bendy - 6 oz and 8 oz Multi-packs 

All colors available in 2 oz, 
select colors in 8 oz and 1 lb 
and Multi Packs  

All colors available in 2 oz, 
select colors in 8 oz and 1 lb 
and Multi Packs  

All colors available in 1.7 oz 
Select colors in a Multi Pack
Igloo and Poppyseed in 7 oz.

Soft and eay to condition. 
Broad color range limits need for mixing colors. 
Maintains sculpted detail.

Artist color palettes for precise color mixing. Holds fine 
details, maintains crisp lines and does not bleed. When 
baked, provides premium strength and flexibility. Perfect 
for advanced techniques like caning, mokume gane and 
skinner blends. This line has specialty clays like metallics, 
glitters, fluorescents, granite and opal.   

Strong, self supporting and will not crack when baked 
into large creations. Best clay for stamping, alcohol 
markers and inks. Takes textures and maintains clean 
lines, does not drag when sliced.
Holds fine details.

Perfect for small figurines, covering objects, simple 
jewelry and mixed media

Projects that you want to glow, erase and bend since Bake 
Shop has specialty clays that will do all of these things!  

Perfect for home décor, simple jewelry, figurines and 
holiday décor 

Perfect for jewelry, home décor,  detailed figurines, faux 
stones, paper crafting and mixed media 

Perfect for larger projects, jewelry and 
home décor

14 Regular Colors 
6 Eraser Colors 
4 Glow Colors 
8 Bendy Colors 

Available in 44 colors.  A great mix of 
glitters, brights, neutrals and metallics44

Available in 54 colors. A beautiful mix of 
true mixing colors, deeply saturated 
colors, sparkly glitters, metallics, granites 
and fluorescents

54 Available in 24 fashion forward colors 24
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